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• What math concepts are being 
explored?

• How do the materials allow children 
to explore math concepts?

• What math language does the teacher 
or children use?

While you watch the video…
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5Early Math Practices in Infancy



M

5Math Concepts and Skills Highlighted in This Video



“
Agenda • Introduce the early math video guides as 

tools to illustrate effective teaching 
practices 

• Discuss the M5 Early Math Practices

• Take a closer look at the components of 
the early math video guides
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Use of Videos in Early Math Professional 
Development

• Videos are a powerful way to bring early math teaching practices 
to life

• Videos allow educators to observe ways to implement early math 
teaching practices in early care settings

• Videos help educators implement new teaching practices in their 
own setting
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5Early Math Video Guides

Infant Video Guide Toddler Video Guide Preschool Video Guides



• What math concepts are being 
explored?

• How do the materials allow children 
to explore math concepts?

• What math language does the teacher 
or children use?

While you watch the video…
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5Early Math Practices in Preschool



M

5Math Concepts and Skills Highlighted in This Video



“
M5 Framework:
Early Math 
Practices
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• Observe and listen carefully during 
interactions

• Use what you learn to build on 
individual children’s strengths, 
needs and interests

• Integrate children’s interests, 
home languages, and culture into 
the environment and learning 
experiences  

Mutual Learning

Learn with and be responsive to individual children
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5Multiple Experiences

Offer multiple opportunities to learn about math

• Look for math in children’s play

• Look for math in children’s 
routines

• Plan a range of developmentally 
appropriate early math learning 
experiences 
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5Materials and Learning Environment

Create a math-rich environment to promote mathematical 
exploration

• Integrate math throughout the 
learning environment

• Provide access to open-ended, 
engaging materials to allow 
children to explore math concepts

• Provide collections of items; 
objects varying in size and shape
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5Meaningful Math Interactions

Promote deeper math thinking in ways that are relevant and 
meaningful for the child

• Nurture children’s inquiry and 
exploration of math ideas

• Use open ended questions and 
prompts to encourage children’s 
thinking

• Support children in making sense 
of mathematical concepts
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5Math Language

Model and encourage mathematically rich communications

• Introduce children to math 
vocabulary

• Invite children to represent their 
understanding in multiple ways

• Help children build their math 
vocabulary in English and in their 
home language
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5What’s in the Video Guide







• In what ways did the materials promote math learning?

• What open-ended questions and prompts did Christina use to encourage 
children’s exploration of math ideas?

• In what ways was Maritza responsive to the child’s interests, learning, 
and development?



What open-ended questions and prompts did Christina use to encourage 
children’s exploration of math ideas?

• Christina used prompts and questions to engage children and support their 
learning. For example, when Yolo began to climb into the tub with Deegan, 
Christina introduced math concepts related to spatial relationships: “Is there 
room for two boys in a tub?”



• What are some ways you might offer opportunities for infants to explore 
math ideas and concepts during daily routines and play?

• How might you promote meaningful math interactions for children who 
are dual language learners? 
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5Early Math Video Guides

https://bit.ly/2SpW8O3

https://bit.ly/2SpW8O3
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5Reflection question

How would you use the 
video guides for your 
own professional 
development or in your 
work with others?
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5Thank you!


